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Getting your
home safe and
ready to bring
in a new pet
DONNA HOLE
HEAD OF TRADE
SERVICES AT HIPAGES
IF you’re thinking of welcoming
a pet into your home, it’s
important your place is ready
to cater for their needs.
Regardless of the type of
pet you have, safety is of
utmost importance. The
professionals at Purina, a leader
in pet care, suggest the first
step to getting your home
pet-safe is looking at the world
through their eyes. Crouching
down low or looking up high
will give you a view of different
areas of the home, perhaps
previously overlooked.
Just like you, our pets need
ample space to play, grow,
explore and be free. If your pet
doesn’t have a generous
amount of room to exhaust
themselves, chances are they
will seek refuge in the
unlikeliest of places.
A well-rested pet makes
for a well-rested owner. Your
furry friend deserves a place
to sleep at night that is well
insulated, comfortable and
secure.
There is an abundance of
pet supplies on offer, ideal for
making your pet feel right at
home. You can pick up all your
pet necessities from your local
pet supplies store – a place
where every pet-friendly
product is available. Remember
teething happens to animals
too, so it’s important they’re
gnawing on something they
should be, rather than a pair of
your shoes.
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